Swan Hill P.S.: Learning Walks

Walkers

Hosts

Date: Time:

Protocol

• A small team of walkers will visit classrooms of varying lengths of time. This will depend on the focus.
• Walkers will look and listen to the learning in each classroom. They will be taking notes & gathering ideas related to their focus.
• Walkers will not speak to each other while in the classroom.
• Stick to the focus of the walk (even though there is a lot to see and think about).
• Walkers may choose to speak to students and teachers in each class, if the learning allows such interaction.
• Once walkers leave the classroom they may engage in a brief conversation, sharing their observations about the focus.
• When walkers have completed the classroom visits, they will sit down and discuss their observations and how they might implement certain approaches into their classroom. It’s a time that you can ask questions.
• We will also gather feedback for the hosts. Owen or Hayley will thank the host and discuss feedback from visits.
• Our Walkers always make comment in a positive light— we never judge!!

Happy Walking!!